We consider a sequence of matrices that are associated to Markov dynamical systems and use determinant-free linear algebra techniques (as well as some algebra and complex analysis) to rigorously estimate the eigenvalues of every matrix simultaneously without doing any calculations on the matrices themselves. As a corollary, we obtain mixing rates for every system at once, as well as symmetry properties of densities associated to the system; we also find the spectral properties of a sequence of related factor systems.
Introduction Consider, for the time being, a stochastic d-by-d matrix P . The matrix P represents a finite-dimensional Markov chain, a stochastic model where states transition to one another with some probability at discrete time steps according to the entries in the matrix. Thus, if at time 0 the probabilities of being in each of the d states are given by the vector x, then the probabilities of being in each of the d states at time 1 are given by P x (P acting on x); see Figure 1 . The asymptotic properties of the Markov chain, such as what the stationary distribution is (if it exists) and the rate at which the process converges to that distribution, are determined by the spectral theory of the matrix P . Some linear algebra, potentially including some numerical computation, then allows us to compute these desired quantities. In particular, in the case that the Markov chain is mixing, we wish to find the modulus of the second-largest eigenvalue(s), which tells us the rate at which the Markov chain converges to its stationary distribution: the mixing time is at most proportional to the reciprocal of the logarithm of the modulus of the second-largest eigenvalue. 1 In the field of dynamical systems, we often start with a map T on some state space X, and we want to answer questions such as "what happens to most of the orbits of T over a long time?" and "do regions of X mix together over time, and at what rate?" These questions are less about looking at individual orbits of points under T and more 1 For the proof of this fact and for more on Markov chains, see the book by Levin, Peres, and Wilmer [7] ; applications include statistical mechanics and Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC). about looking at what happens on average. Specifically, we can learn much about the dynamical system (X, T ) by studying how probability densities on X change over time under the action of T . To formalize this process and to lead into the focus of this article, we consider a specific class of piecewise linear maps acting on [−1 , 1] .
x ∈ [−1/2, 0), 0, x = 0, −2(1 + κ)x + 1,
x ∈ (0, 1/2], 2(1 + κ)(x − 1) + 1, x ∈ [1/2, 1].
We call T κ a paired tent map, because there are two tents paired together. See Figure  2 for an illustration. 2 Let f be a probability density on [− 1, 1] ; that is, a non-negative measurable function defined on [−1, 1] with integral equal to 1. As a rough analogy, one could imagine that the space [−1, 1] is a bowl of banana bread batter into which one has placed chocolate chips, and f is the density of chocolate chips. Applying the map T κ stirs the space up, moving the chocolate chips around; there is then a new density, call it P κ f , that describes the new locations of the chocolate chips. Some parts of the batter may have more chocolate chips than before, and some fewer, but the total amount of chocolate chips has not changed. It turns out that the operator P κ can be defined on all integrable functions (that is, on L 1 (λ), where λ is the normalized Lebesgue measure), and is bounded and linear; we call P κ the Perron-Frobenius operator associated to T κ . 3 It also turns out that there is an invariant subspace for P κ of L 1 called BV (short for bounded variation) on which the spectrum of P κ is well-behaved, and so we restrict our focus to BV for the remainder of this article. 4 Returning to the questions posed above, we note that P κ is the infinite-dimensional analogue of the transition matrix P for the Markov chain. If we want to find a "stationary distribution" for T κ , we really are looking for invariant densities, which are eigenvectors of P κ with eigenvalue 1. If all initial densities converge to an invariant density over time, then we have a good idea of where most of the points in [−1, 1] end up in the long run: no matter where they started, points will be distributed over [−1, 1] according to the invariant density. Moreover, if there is a gap in modulus between an eigenvalue of 1 and the rest of the spectrum, this gap describes how quickly this convergence occurs, in the same way as described above for Markov chains.
By inspection, if κ = 0, then from the graph of T κ it is clear that T κ has two invariant densities: the characteristic functions on [−1, 0] and [0, 1], respectively. If κ > 0, we can see that these two densities are no longer invariant, because there is mixing between the two intervals [−1, 0] and [0, 1]. It is a priori unclear whether or not T κ has an invariant density, and if it does whether it has a spectral gap; however, to answer these questions we can study P κ , as described above.
Markov Maps and Partitions
Unfortunately, the fact that P κ is not a matrix complicates things; at first glance, we no longer have all of the computational and theoretical tools available to us previously. However, because T κ is piecewise-linear, if the map T κ has an additional property then we can recover a significant portion of our toolkit.
The collection {R i } is called a Markov partition for T κ , even though it is not a partition, strictly speaking.
The next lemma is a combination of Theorem 9.2.1 in [3] and Lemma 3.1 in [2] , stated in the specific case of our paired tent maps T κ .
Lemma 1. Suppose that the paired tent map T κ is Markov, with Markov partition
and P κ is the Perron-Frobenius operator for T κ , then V is P κ -invariant (considered as a subspace of BV ). The adjacency matrix for T κ is given by the r-by-r matrix A κ = [a ij ], where
We see that when T κ is Markov, to find the largest eigenvalues for P κ it suffices to look only at the spectrum of the matrix A κ , for which we have all of our linear algebra tools. In particular, we can look at the spectrum of A κ to find the secondlargest eigenvalues. So, we ask: when are these maps Markov? A general sufficient condition for piecewise linear maps is given by the following lemma, which says that it is enough for the endpoints of monotonicity intervals to be invariant in finitely many steps. We may then apply the lemma to T κ by investigating the images of ±1/2. Recall that T (x + ) is the limit lim y→x + T (y), and similarly for T (x − ).
] be an onto piecewise linear map, and let E 0 be the set of endpoints of the intervals of monotonicity for T .
Proof. Let m be the smallest m such that E m = E m+1 ; let r i and R i be defined as in the statement of the lemma. Since the union of the intervals {R i } and their endpoints is the same as the union of the intervals of monotonicity along with those endpoints,
and for n ≥ 2,
Remark. The Markov partitions for T 1 and T 4 , are shown in Figures 3a and 3b . The case n = 1 is distinct because the branch of the map used for x = κ n is different than the branches used for the further iterates T i κn (κ n ). In each picture, one may visually confirm that the collection of intervals actually is a Markov partition by checking that the image of each (horizontal) interval stretches vertically over a union of consecutive intervals (at each endpoint, the graph of the map passes through intersection points of horizontal and vertical lines).
Proof. Consider the paired tent map T κ for κ ∈ (0, 1/2). We will use Lemma 2 to find conditions on κ that make T κ Markov. Start with E 0 = {−1, −1/2, 0, 1/2, 1}. The map T κ is continuous everywhere except at 0, for which the one-sided limits are ±1, and we have T κ (−1) = −1 and T κ (1) = 1. Then T κ (−1/2) = κ and T κ (1/2) = −κ, so we consider iterates of κ under T κ ; by symmetry, iterates of −κ will work January 22, 2020 2:18 a.m. expos˙paper.tex page 5 similarly. In particular, we will find, for each n ≥ 1, a κ n such that
First, consider the equation (2 + 2κ) n κ − 1 = 0. Rearrange and take logarithms to obtain
The function h(κ) is decreasing on (0, ∞), is unbounded as κ tends to 0, and has h(1/2) = log(2)/ log(3) < 1. Thus we conclude that for each n ∈ Z ≥1 , there exists a unique κ n ∈ (0, 1/2) solving (2 + 2κ) n κ − 1 = 0, and κ n decreases to 0. 5 Fix n ≥ 2; we will show that T i κn (κ n ) > 1/2 for each i = 1, . . . , n − 1. For each of those i, we have:
Observe that for i = 1, we have
By repeated application of T κn and use of the upper bound on (2 + 2κ n ) i κ n , we see that for all 1 ≤ n − 1,
We have proven that T n κn (κ n ) = 0, and T i κn (κ n ) > 1/2 for 1 ≤ i < n; the symmetric statement holds for −κ n .
Finally, fix n ≥ 1. We claim that E n is where the sequence of E i terminates. To see this, observe that and note that we just saw that T n κn (±κ n ) = 0, so that E n+1 = E n . This shows that T κn is Markov, using Lemma 2. The listed Markov partitions are given by tracing T i κn (±κ n ) as i runs from 0 to n − 1.
We now see that T n := T κn is Markov for each n ≥ 1. From the graph of the maps and the form of the Markov partition, it is easy to read off the adjacency matrix A n := A κn ; since the partition has 2n + 4 pieces, the matrix is (2n + 4)-by-(2n + 4). For n ≥ 4 the general form of the matrix is as in Figure 4 . For n ≤ 3 some of the columns are combined.
The spectrum of M n := M κn is just the spectrum of A n scaled by (2(1 + κ)) −1 , so we may focus our analysis on A n . For each n, let
Spectral Properties of A n Observe that the Markov partition for T n is symmetric about 0. Moreover, observe that for any κ, T κ is odd:
The map ψ has a Perron-Frobenius operator, P ψ , and the commutation relation says that P n P ψ = P ψ P n . We also see that the map ψ is Markov on the same partition as T n , and noting the symmetry of this partition we obtain ψ(R i ) = R 2n+5−i . Thus the action of P ψ on V n is represented by the matrix J n , as shown in Figure 5 , and we have M n J n = J n M n , so also A n J n = J n A n . It is also clear that because ψ 2 = id, we have J 2 n = I. Because J −1 n = J n , we have J n A n J n = A n . Left-multiplication by J n reverses the order of the rows and rightmultiplication by J n reverses the order of the columns, so the combination of both of them is performing a half-circle rotation of the matrix; we thus have independent verification of the half-circle rotational symmetry of A n , which could be seen from Figure 4 . Recall (see Theorem 1.3.19 in [6] ) that if two diagonalizable matrices commute, then they are simultaneously diagonalizable, meaning that there is a shared basis of eigenvectors for the matrices. Also note that if two r-by-r matrices A and B com-
and v ∈ C 2n+4 . We will now use these facts to find many spectral properties of A n , using its relation with J n ; note that we will find the spectral data of the entire sequence of A n all at once! We use Axler's approach to determinant-free linear algebra [1] and the practical implementation of those ideas by McWorter and Meyers [8] . Moreover, we make significant use of the underlying map T n to read off the algebraic relationships satisfied by A n and J n without doing a single matrix computation. We therefore reduce much of the study of the Perron-Frobenius operators to matrices that are easily studied by looking directly at the underlying maps.
Zooming in on the interval [−1/2, 0], as in Figure 6 , we can identify the intervals R n−1 through R n+2 . The interval R n−1 is the interval immediately to the left of the left zero of T n in [−1, 0]; the interval R n is the left branch of the leaking from [−1, 0] to [0, 1]; the interval R n+1 is the large interval (−1/2, −κ n ); and the interval R n+2 is the interval (−κ n , 0).
Looking at the map T n and using the Markov partition, we see that for i ≤ n − 1, the interval R n+2 is mapped to R 1 and is subsequently expanded to the interval (−1, r i ) in i total steps, which is represented by A i n e n+2 = e 1 + · · · + e i .
In the case of i = n − 1, we have T n−1 n (R n+2 ) = (−1, r n−1 ), and because r n−1 is the left zero for T n in [−1, 0], we have T n n (R n+2 ) = (−1, 0), which is represented by
Then, we clearly have
where we used J n e i = e 2n+5−i . We rearrange this to (A n+1 n − 2A n n − 2J n )e n+2 = 0. Because A n and J n commute, we see that for any polynomial p ∈ C[x, y], we have Now, by the equations for A i n e n+2 , the fact that J n e n+2 = e n+3 , and the fact that A n and J n commute, we see that
. . , e n−1 , (e n + e n+1 ), e n+2 , e n+3 , (e n+4 + e n+5 ), e n+6 , . . . , e 2n+4 } .
We can see that acting on the vector e n+2 by A n and J n does not separate e n and e n+1 , or e n+4 and e n+5 , by observing that any image of an R i either does not intersect R n and R n+1 or covers both (and similarly for R n+4 and R n+5 ). Moreover, this subspace does not contain the vectors v 1 = e 1 + · · · + e n − (e n+1 + e n+2 ) and v 2 = J n v 1 . These are two linearly independent vectors that both lie in the kernel of A n ; to see they lie in the kernel, observe that the two vectors are representing 1 (−1,−1/2) − 1 (−1/2,0) and the reflection 1 (1/2,1) − 1 (0,1/2) , and the intervals stretch to the same image. All together, we now have a basis for C 2n+4 , every element of which is annihilated by A n (A n+1 n − 2A n n − 2J n ), and hence A n (A n+1 n − 2A n n − 2J n ) = 0. Let E + and E − be the subspaces of symmetric and antisymmetric vectors in C 2n+4 , respectively.
Lemma 5. For all n ≥ 1, J n is diagonalizable, with eigenspace E + corresponding to the eigenvalue 1 and eigenspace E − corresponding to the eigenvalue −1. Moreover, the eigenspaces E ± are A n -invariant.
Proof. We have J 2 n = I, so that (J n − I)(J n + I) = 0. Since J n ± I = 0, we see that the minimal polynomial of J n is m Jn (x) = x 2 − 1 = (x − 1)(x + 1), and so J n is diagonalizable (because the minimal polynomial is separable), with eigen-values ±1. The projections onto the eigenspaces E +1 and E −1 are given by
respectively, by normalizing the factor of the minimal polynomial that does not annihilate the appropriate space. This immediately shows that E +1 = E + and E −1 = E − . Finally, A n and J n commute, so for s ∈ E + and a ∈ E − we have J n A n s = A n J n s = A n s, J n A n a = A n J n a = −A n a,
thus showing that E ± are A n -invariant.
For notation, for all n ≥ 1 let f n (x) = x n (x − 2) − 2, g n (x) = x n (x − 2) + 2, and h n (x, y) = x n (x − 2) − 2y. Lemma 6. The polynomials f n and g n are irreducible over Q[x], separable with no roots at zero, and do not share any roots.
Proof. For irreducibility, apply Eisenstein's Criterion with p = 2 in both cases, followed by Gauss's Lemma. Since Q is characteristic zero, f n and g n are both separable. Clearly 0 is not a root of either polynomial, and since f n (x) = g n (x) − 4, the two polynomials cannot share any roots.
Proposition 7. Let n ≥ 1. We have:
e 1 + · · · + e n − (e n+1 + e n+2 ); 2. for s ∈ E + , h(A n , J n )s = f n (A n )s, and the minimal polynomial of A n restricted to E + is xf n (x); 3. for a ∈ E − , h(A n , J n )a = g n (A n )a, and the minimal polynomial of A n restricted to E − is xg n (x); 4. the minimal polynomial of A n is m An (x) = xf n (x)g n (x) = x(x 2n+2 − 4x 2n+1 + 4x 2n − 4); 5. the characteristic polynomial of A n is χ An (x) = xm An (x); 6. A n is diagonalizable over C, with all eigenvectors corresponding to roots of f n being symmetric and all eigenvectors corresponding to roots of g n being antisymmetric.
Proof. First, we have already seen (in the proof of Lemma 4) that v 1 and J n v 1 form a basis for the kernel of A n , so v 1 + J n v 1 and v 1 − J n v 1 also form a basis of the kernel of A n (one that conveniently splits into a symmetric and antisymmetric part).
Observe that J n restricted to E ± is ±I. Thus, we have, for s ∈ E + and a ∈ E − :
Thus the minimal polynomial for A n restricted to E + and to E − are factors of xf n (x) and xg n (x), respectively, because A n h n (A n , J n ) = 0. Then, since A n (e n+2 ± J n e n+2 ) = 0, we see that the minimal polynomials for A n restricted to E + and E − must be exactly equal to xf n (x) and xg n (x). Then the minimal polynomial for A n on C 2n+4 = E + ⊕ E − is the lowest common multiple of the minimal polynomials for A n on each subspace E ± , which means that m An (x) = xf n (x)g n (x) (as f n and g n share no roots). The degree of m An (x) is 2n + 3, but we know that the kernel is twodimensional, so the characteristic polynomial must be χ An (x) = xm An (x), since the degree of χ An (x) is exactly 2n + 4. Lastly, the minimal polynomial is separable, by Lemma 6, so we see that A n is diagonalizable. Since A n and J n commute, there is a basis of shared eigenvectors for A n and J n . If v is a non-kernel eigenvector for A n , then as an eigenvector for J n it is either an element of E + or E − ; when A n v = λv for λ a root of f n , then v ∈ E + since the minimal polynomial for E + is xf n (x) and λ is not a root of g n . Similarly, an eigenvector corresponding to a root of g n is an element of E − . The proof is complete.
We see that A n has zero as an eigenvalue with multiplicity two, and the non-zero eigenvalues of A n are the roots of the polynomials f n and g n . We will now show that for n ≥ 5, both f n and g n have a real root near 2, one larger and one smaller respectively, and that all of the other roots are found near the unit circle. Figure 7 shows the roots of m An for four different n. Proposition 8. The polynomial f n has the spectral radius of A n , 2 + 2κ n , as a root, and κ n ∼ 1 2 n . For n ≥ 5, the polynomial g n has a real root at 2 − 2r n < 2, with r n ∼ κ n . For all n ≥ 1, all other roots of f n and g n are outside the circle of radius 1 − n −1 , and for all n ≥ 6, all other roots of f n and g n are inside the circle of radius 1 + n −1 .
Proof. Observe that substituting 2 + 2κ n into f n yields:
by the definition of κ n . To see roughly how big κ n is, observe that
Since (1 + 2 −n ) n converges to 1 as n tends to infinity, we see that κ n ∼ 2 −n .
Next, observe that applying g n to 2(1 − 2 −n ) yields
Then, evaluate g n at 2(1 − (1 + 2n/2 −n ) · 2 −n ) and use Bernoulli's inequality (used here in the form (1 − x) n > 1 − nx for 0 < x < 1 and n ≥ 1): The quantity inside the parentheses is decreasing for n ≥ 2 and is negative for n ≥ 5, so by continuity of g n there exists a root 2 − 2r n of g n for n ≥ 5, where 2 −n < r n < 2 −n + 2n4 −n . Thus r n ∼ 2 −n ∼ κ n . Lastly, we use Rouché's Theorem to estimate the other roots of f n and g n . Set a(z) = 2 and b n (z) = z n (z − 2). For |z| = 1 − n −1 , we have |z − 2| ≤ |z| + 2 = 3 + n −1 and hence (noting that (1 − x) n < (1 + x) −n for 0 < x < 1 and n ≥ 1):
where the last inequality came from the first two terms of the Binomial expansion. We apply Rouché's Theorem to see that a(z) and a(z) ± b n (z) = g n (z), −f n (z) (so also f n (z)) have the same number of roots inside |z| = 1 − n −1 : none, because a(z) is constant and therefore has no roots. On the other hand, for |z| = 1 + n −1 , we have |z − 2| ≥ 2 − |z| = 1 − n −1 , so again using the Binomial expansion (three terms, this time), we get:
This last quantity is clearly increasing, and for n ≥ 6 it is larger than 2 = |a(z)|. Thus, for n ≥ 6, Rouché's Theorem says that b n (z) and b n (z) ± a(z) = g n (z), f n (z) have the same number of roots inside |z| = 1 + n −1 : n, because the n + 1 roots of b n (z) are 0 with multiplicity n and 2 with multiplicity 1, and 2 is certainly outside the circle of radius 1 + n −1 if n ≥ 6.
Corollary 9. For all n ≥ 1, the spectral radius of A n is 2(1 + κ n ), and so the spectral radius of M n is 1.
Proof. For n ≤ 5, one may use a computer to show that the only root of m An (x) at least of magnitude 2 is 2 + 2κ n . For n ≥ 6, we use Proposition 8 to conclude that the largest eigenvalue is 2 + 2κ n . The spectrum of M n is simply the spectrum of A n scaled by (2 + 2κ n ) −1 , so the spectral radius of M n is 1.
In [5] , the application of Proposition 8 is to provide a sharpness result for a general estimate on the exponential mixing rate for a class of non-autonomous dynamical systems that are perturbations of the map T 0 . This computation is reproduced as the following Corollary, and describes how the second-largest eigenvalue (2 − 2r n )(2 + 2κ n ) −1 for M n approaches 1 as n tends to infinity.
Corollary 10. The second largest eigenvalue for M n , and hence for P n , is asymptotically equivalent to 1 − 2κ n .
Proof. For n ≥ 6, we know that the second largest eigenvalue in modulus for A n is 2 − 2r n , so the second largest eigenvalue in modulus for M n , and thus P n (by Lemma 1), is (2 − 2r n )(2 + 2κ n ) −1 . By Proposition 8, we have r n = κ n + o(κ n ). Thus we have:
Remark. We identified J n as a (2n + 4)-by-(2n + 4) permutation matrix with ones along the anti-diagonal. To add to our knowledge about J n , we can also identify J n as a 2-by-2 flip, by using tensor products: C 2n+4 ≃ E + ⊗ C C 2 , and J n is the flip in the second coordinate.
Remark. In the proof of Proposition 7, we computed the minimal polynomial for A n by finding invariant subspaces and working with the restrictions of A n to those subspaces; the relation A n (A n+1 n − 2A n n − 2J n ) = 0 reduced to the relations expos˙paper.tex page 13 0 0.5 1 0 0.5 1 Figure 8 . The mapTκ, for κ = 0.3.
A n (A n+1 n − 2A n n ∓ 2I) = 0 on the subspaces E ± , and these one-matrix relations yielded to standard techniques. However, we also had J 2 n = I, and we could consider the simultaneous equations
Is it possible to take an algebraic-geometric approach to finding the eigenvalues of A n and J n without reducing to the single-variable theory? The answer is yes! Briefly, by Hilbert's Nullstellensatz we see that the ideal of polynomials in two variables that vanish on the locus of {xh n (x, y), y 2 − 1} is the same as the radical of the ideal J generated by {xh n (x, y), y 2 − 1}. Even better, one can show that J is actually radical, and that J is moreover equal to the ideal of polynomials that vanish when evaluated at (A n , J n ). Finally, the polynomial m An (x) = xf n (x)g n (x) is shown to be an element of J , so we get that A n is diagonalizable in the same way as before; this means J is also equal to the ideal of polynomials that vanish on the pairs of eigenvalues (λ, µ) of A n and J n . Hence the pairs of eigenvalues are exactly the locus of {xh n (x, y), y 2 − 1}, instead of just a subset, and solving for the roots of the two polynomials simultaneously yields the eigenvalues of A n and the anti/symmetric breakdown. This abstract perspective is another way to see the problem, though our initial proof was much less high-tech. The subsequent computations are not affected by the change.
Spectral Properties of a Related System
We may use our knowledge of T κn to study a related system. Define π : [−1, 1] → [0, 1] by π(x) = |x| and setT κ := π • T κ = |T κ | : [0, 1] → [0, 1], as depicted in Figure 8 . We can ask the same questions about this map: does it have an invariant density? Is it mixing, and if so with what rate? Instead of repeating all of our work, however, we can use the relationship between T κ andT κ and the information about T κ to answer these questions, again by reducing the computations to painless matrix relations.
Observe that because T κ is odd, for any x ∈ [−1, 1] we have that T κ maps {±x} to {±T κ (x)}. Looking at {±x} as an equivalence class under x ∼ −x, we see that the map π defined above collapses each class to a single point in [0, 1]: the shared absolute value of the elements of the class. From the definition ofT κ , then, it is clear that π • T κ =T κ • π.
In addition, for each n ≥ 1,T n :=T κn is still Markov. The Markov partition is not quite the same as the partition on [0, 1] for T n ; the map is no longer monotonic on just two intervals, but rather four intervals. However, we can easily guess a partition; the interval R n+4 should be split in two. Note that 1 − κ 1 = 1 2 + κ 1 2(1+κ 1 ) and for all n ≥ 2,T n−1 n (κ n ) = 1 2 + κn 2(1+κn) ; this point is the zero ofT n larger than 1/2, and the symmetric point 1 2 − κn 2(1+κn) is the zero smaller than 1/2.
Lemma 11. The mapT n is Markov for each n ≥ 1. For n = 1, the Markov partition is
and for n ≥ 2, the Markov partition is
The Markov partition has, in all cases, n + 3 intervals.
Proof. We again apply Lemma 2. For n = 1, the Markov partition is simply the (interiors of the) intervals of monotonicity, sinceT 1 (κ 1 ) = 0 andT 1 (1/2) = κ 1 ; clearly, there are 4 = 1 + 3 intervals. For n ≥ 2, the point 1 2 − κn 2(1+κn) is mapped to 0, and the remainder of the points are just as in the case of T κn . Because we have split one of the intervals in [0, 1] in two (but are only considering [0, 1], not [−1, 1]), there are exactly n + 3 elements in the Markov partition.
The Markov partitions for n = 1, 4 are illustrated in Figure 9 . We will denote the intervals in order left-to-right by {S 1 } n+3 1 . For n ≥ 4 the general form of the adjacency matrix B n is as in Figure 10 . For n ≤ 3 some of the columns are combined. Observe that B n is almost identical to the bottom-right quadrant of A n , with the exception of an extra column; this is expected, given how we modified the Markov partition by splitting R n+4 into S 2 and S 3 while leaving the other intervals the same.
We now compute the spectral data for B n . Towards this goal, for notation letṼ n be the span of the functions {1 S i } n+3 i=1 , and letφ :Ṽ n → C n+3 be the isomorphism from Lemma 1 withφ(1 S i ) = d i . Our proof will run through the action of A n on E + ; for each i between 1 and n + 2, let s i = 1 2 (e n+3−i + e n+2+i ), and observe that
is a basis for E + . Then, call C n : C n+2 → C n+2 the matrix representation of A n on E + = span C {s i } n+2 i=1 . Moreover, let ι be the matrix representations of the inclusion of E + into C n+3 by splitting up s 2 into d 2 + d 3 , as pictured in Figure 11 , so that ι(s 1 ) = d 1 , ι(s 2 ) = d 3 + d 4 , and ι(s k ) = d k+1 for k ≥ 3.
Proposition 12. Let n ≥ 1. We have:
1. ιC n = B n ι, with C n as given in Figure 12 
the kernel of
3. the minimal polynomial for B n is min Bn (x) = xf n (x); 4. the characteristic polynomial for B n is char Bn (x) = x 2 f n (x); 5. B n is diagonalizable, the spectral radius of B n is 2 + 2κ n , and all of the other eigenvalues of B n are zero or near the unit circle. The eigenvector corresponding to the spectral radius is ι(w), where w ∈ E + is the eigenvector corresponding to the spectral radius for C n .
Proof. First, note that the action of A n restricted to E + can be seen as identifying the January 22, 2020 2:18 a.m. expos˙paper.tex page 16 vectors e i and e 2n+5−i and looking at the action of A n on the vectors e n+3 to e 2n+4 , because
The columns of the matrix A n indicate the images under T n of the intervals R i for each i, and so the columns of the restriction C n indicate the images under T n of the intervals R n+3 up to R 2n+4 under the identification of R i with R 2n+5−i (considered with multiplicity). However, this is exactly what the columns of B n indicate, because B n is the adjacency matrix forT n , taken with the refined partition {S i } n+3 i=1 . Since ι represents the refinement of the partition, we have ιC n = B n ι. From this equality we can obtain the remainder of the results in Proposition 12.
Looking atT n , it is clear that the kernel of B n is equal to span C { d 3 − d 4 , d 1 + d 2 − (d 5 + · · · + d n+3 ) }, because these two vectors represent the two facets of symmetry inT n (the symmetry in the long branches and the symmetry in the short branches).
To find the minimal polynomial for B n , recall from Proposition 7 that the minimal polynomial for A n restricted to E + is equal to xf n (x). Thus, we have B n f n (B n )ι = ιC n f n (C n ) = 0, since C n represents A n acting on E + and so satisfies the minimal polynomial. We also have that
because ι is injective (with rank n + 2) and d 3 − d 4 is not in the image of ι.
Since B n f n (B n ) annihilates both the image of ι and d 3 − d 4 but f n (B n )(d 3 − d 4 ) = −2(d 3 − d 4 ) and B n (d 1 ) = 0, we see that the minimal polynomial of B n is m Bn (x) = xf n (x). The characteristic polynomial for B n is χ Bn (x) = x 2 f n (x), of course, because the kernel of B n is two-dimensional and the degree of χ Bn (x) is n + 3.
Finally, the minimal polynomial for B n is separable, so B n is diagonalizable. By Proposition 8, the largest eigenvalue of B n is 2 + 2κ n , and all other eigenvalues of B n zero or near the unit circle (asymptotically). If w ∈ E + is the eigenvector corresponding to 2 + 2κ n for C n , then B n (ι(w)) = ι(C n w) = (2 + 2κ n )ι(w), so ι(w) is the eigenvector for B n corresponding to 2 + 2κ n .
Observe that B n shares no eigenvalues corresponding to the antisymmetric eigenvectors for A n ; this makes sense, since the map π collapsed all of those vectors to 0, and we are left with the the symmetric eigenvectors. It did, however, introduce a new kernel vector, by introducing a new aspect of symmetry.
In addition, note that we could not simply apply Lemma 1 with the matrix C n , becauseT n is not Markov with respect to the partition {R i } 2n+4 i=n+3 . However, the relationship between C n and B n allowed us to painlessly translate facts about A n (and C n ) into facts about B n , the actual adjacency matrix forT n .
Corollary 13. The second-largest eigenvalue of the Perron-Frobenius operator for T n has modulus at most (1 + n −1 )(2 + 2κ n ) −1 (for n ≥ 6), which is asymptotically equivalent to 1 2 (1 + n −1 ). Proof. The spectral radius of B n is still 2 + 2κ n , by Corollary 9 and Proposition 12, so the spectral radius of the Perron-Frobenius operator forT n is 1 and the second-largest eigenvalue has modulus at most 1 + n −1 divided by 2 + 2κ n , using Proposition 7 to get the upper bound. We then have (since κ n ∼ 2 −n ):
which shows that (1 + n −1 )(2 + 2κ n ) −1 is asymptotically equivalent to 1 2 (1 + n −1 ).
Conclusion for Mixing Times
At the beginning of this paper, we asked about mixing times and mixing rates for dynamical systems.
We can now answer that question for our two systems, T n andT n . For T n , we have shown that the second-largest eigenvalue of the Perron-Frobenius P n is approximately 1 − 2κ n (Corollary 10 and Lemma 1). Thus the mixing time for T n is, ignoring a scale factor, 1 |log(1 − 2κ n )| ∼ 1 2κ n ∼ 2 n−1 , using the fact that κ n ∼ 2 −n . On the other hand, forT n , Corollary 13 says that the second-largest eigenvalue of the Perron-Frobenius operator has modulus at most (1 + n −1 )(2 + 2κ n ) −1 . By a similar computation, the mixing time forT n (with n ≥ 6) is O(1), which is much smaller than the mixing time for T n .
This result matches our intuition: for T n , taking the perturbation to zero (or n to infinity) leads to no mixing between the two halves, so the mixing time should tend to infinity, whereas forT n , taking the perturbation to zero leads to a mixing tent map, and hence the mixing time should approach that for the unperturbed map. The difference in the orders of the mixing times indicates significant dynamical information about how these two systems are distinct, and we obtained this information by performing calculations with matrices (without touching the matrices themselves) and some analysis of roots of polynomials.
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